Abstract.
Introduction
Let {Mt}t>o be a continuous martingale that starts at 0 and satisfies the "usual conditions". Let M* := supi<r \MS\ be the usual maximal function and let L* := supa6R Lf be the maximal function of the local time Lf := (Mt -a)+ -(M0 -a)+ -/0 lMs>adMs of Mt. Barlow and Yor showed in [2, 3] that for all p > 0 we have that ||Af^,||p is comparable to ||LJo||p, i.e., that there are universal constants c, C > 0 only depending on p such that c||Adl/> ^ \\LZo\\p < CWmIIp ■ It can be shown that for p > 0 we have that l|sup,<oo>aeR|/0' lMs>adMs\\\p is comparable to ||A/£,||P. This immediately leads to the following question: Let /: R2 -R be a bounded Borel-measurable function. Under what circumstances is || sup,<00 a€K | /0'/(«» MS)MS\\\P comparable to ||A/"4||p? We will give a sufficient condition (cf. Theorem 2.3) for this to happen, which enables us to give a wide variety of examples.
Results
In this section we define a generalized maximal function for a continuous martingale (cf. Definition 2.1) and investigate when norm inequalities of the proposed type hold. In Theorem 2.3(i) we give a condition that ensures that the generalized maximal function is progressively measurable. Part (ii) is a lemma that also enables us to give the variety of examples as shown in Example 2.4. In part (iii) we give a sufficient condition for "upper comparability" that-in light of Example 2.5-appears to be fairly sharp. Finally, in part (iv) we give a sufficient condition for "lower comparability". When there could be doubt as to which martingale a generalized maximal function belongs to we will write Mfi(Mu)at for Mfta , etc. Theorem 2.3. Let p > 2 and let fi: R2 -R be a bounded Borel-measurable function that satisfies the p-continuity condition. Then (i) Mf,a has a continuous version, i.e., there is a process Mfta that is continuous in (a, t) such that Mff = Mfta a.s. Therefore Mf* is progressively measurable.
(ii) g(a,x) := f(a,x)l\a\<\x\ satisfies the p-continuity condition and the cone condition. 
Then / satisfies the p-continuity condition for p = 2 and it obviously does not satisfy the cone condition. In can be shown (cf. [7] ) that Mf* -oo on a set of positive measure for t > 0 and for Mt Brownian motion stopped at a time T>0.
The proof
Throughout this proof let Mt be a continuous martingale and let /: R2 -R be a bounded Borel-measurable function that satisfies the p-continuity condition for some p>2. Let q be such that 1/p+l/q = 1, and let T > 0. Recall that for x > 0 we have that xx := inf{t > 0: \Mt\ = x} is a stopping time.
(a) Mf/1 has a version Mfta that is jointly continuous in (a, t). Thus Mfia is progressively measurable and since Mf* = Mf* a.s. we are free to assume without loss of generality that Mf/1 is continuous. Moreover there is a constant C > 0 depending on p and p' > q only such that for all k > 0, and r, s e R we have that E (sup \Mfi\ -Mfts\pl; M} < k\ < C\r -s\p'IpE((MI Ak)p'lp). <C'"\b-a\xlP\\(M)lIX%.
To prove the assertions regarding continuity, let p' > p, q and let N > 0. Clearly ||(Af)rATJ'p.^ < oo . Thus there is a constant C > 0 such that E (sup \MffAln -MfsbATn|*') < C\b -aflP.
An application of Kolmogorov's Theorem on continuous processes now yields that Mfiu\XN has a jointly continuous version. Since tat -» oo for TV -> oo this implies that Mf," has a jointly continuous version. An easy computation now shows that Mf* is progressively measurable and Mf* = Mf* a.s. = C\r-s\P'/PE((MiAk)P'>q).
(b) Suppose that fi is such that fior \a\ > \x\ we have that f(a, x) = 0. Then for all k>0 there is a nullset S C {Mj < k) such that for all co e {Mj <k}\S we have that Mff = 0 for \r\ > k.
First notice that by continuity of Mff it is enough to prove that Mfif = 0 for \r\ > k with t, r e Q. This part of the proof was inspired by the work of Gundy and Silverstein in [5] . It is completely analogous to the conclusion of the proof in [5, §4] . Recall from [5] Proof ofiExample 2.5. The proof is tedious but not very hard and can be found in [7] .
Conclusion
We have defined generalized maximal functions and shown that a wide variety of generalized maximal functions satisfy norm inequalities of the BarlowYor type. The results presented here complement the results that Bass and Davis obtained in [1, 4] . In [1, 4] it is shown that Barlow-Yor-like inequalities hold for functionals that have scaling properties similar to the scaling properties of local time, while our results show that Barlow-Yor-like results hold for generalized maximal functions Mff for which / has geometric properties that are similar to the properties of lx>a. It is worth pointing out that the results presented here are not accessible from the results in [1, 4] .
An interesting problem that will be the object of our further research is how to define a generalized density functional of the area integral (cf. [5] ).
Results on generalized maximal functions for semimartinagles, and martingales that do not start at 0, and the relation of these results to the results presented in [1] can be found in [7] . In [7] we also consider the slightly more general case where / need not be bounded.
